
What's the craziest
thing you ever saw on
T.V. and then tried to

do at home?

“At the end of Tarzan,
when the bad guy falls and

chokes on the vines...I
didn’t think that would
actually choke him. So I

tied my blinds string
around my neck and

jumped off my bed, then
my mom had to come save

me.”
-Douglas Foderberg ('15)

Students strive for the ultimate adventure

     Some have serious goals for
the future but almost all people
have crazy and wild adventures
they want to do before they
"kick the bucket."  When asked
what was on their "bucket lists,"
some students were unfamiliar
with the term even if they may
have unknowingly had one.
     In shop class, there were
many students who expressed
an interest in cars and their
future jobs.
     "I want to build a 1969
Chevrolet Corvette Stingray
and also be in the Marine
Corp," explained Nick Chase

('15). With similar interests, Brian
Englander ('15) disclosed, "I want to
go into the army and become a
mechanical engineer and build a
1968 Buick Convertible."
     Girls like building cars too,
though, contrary to popular belief.
     "For my bucket list I want to
rebuild a busted car and make it
into a really hot one," Mariah
Garcia ('16) mused.
     Whether it's fixing up a car,
joining the Marines, going scuba
diving or just having a plain
wanderlust to travel the world,
everyone's bucket list is uniquely
different. (S. Flores)

“Me and my brother were
watching cartoons and saw
the people slip on banana
peels. So we went to the
kitchen and tried it but it
didn’t work and my mom

yelled at us for getting
banana on the floor."
-Bryce Schults ('15)

Adventure Time
     Students share items they have already crossed off their bucket lists

"I wanted to redecorate my room and finally got to
when I moved to a new house."

-Kayla Goodenough ('17)

"I went to Cedar Point, the amusement park in
Ohio."

-Sebastian Taylor ('14)

"I went to Disney World. It was fantastic!"
-Allison Caven ('15)

"I survived middle school and made it here."
-Kelsea Caras ('17)

Nick Chase

Brian Englander

Mariah Garcia
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45Term B

"I want to feel the adrenaline and not
many people do it."

-Annette Parker ('16)

"I want to be president because it'd be
cool to run the country and be in

charge."
-Tolly Hunt ('17)

"Princesses are really beautiful and they
help people."

-Bree Quigley ('16)

"I saw the show Gator Boys and it
inspired me to want to wrestle an

alligator."
-James Bailey ('17)

"I want to go skydiving because I want to
conquer people's fears."
-Markese Burrage ('17)

"I want to learn other cultures and try
new food."

-Victoria Orr ('16)

"I want to live on a beach in California
and surfing is the norm there."

-Lexi Sweeney ('16)

"I chose Africa because I want to go to
all seven continents."

-Emily Beck ('17)

"I chose to drive a monster truck
because it's manly, big and loud."

-Bernardo Ruiz ('14)
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